Many community development challenges are intractable because it’s hard to convene all the relevant stakeholders to work on real solutions with real consequences. Now a few organizations are trying out multiplayer scenarios as a way to give serious thought to opposing views. Scenarios feel safe because they are pretend, but the great thing about pretend is that it can open minds and lead to unexpectedly collaborative innovations.

A Simulation in Connecticut
Connecticut is a state of old houses and rapidly rising energy costs. Even though it has a good ranking from the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy and shrank its per capita energy use 10.3 percent between 2005 and 2009, it still uses more energy than neighboring states.1

Concerned, several Connecticut nonprofits, utilities, and agencies got together to tackle energy efficiency in residential properties, starting with the residences of people most in need of savings, lower-income homeowners and seniors. Under the leadership of the Stamford-based Housing Development Fund (HDF), they embarked on a two-day exercise in problem solving with the ambitious goal of reducing Connecticut’s residential energy use by 25 percent by 2030.

Seventy-eight people met up in Hartford in March 2012 for “Energy Smart Solutions,” a megacommunity simulation.2 Participants came prepared to role play and negotiate as part of teams focused on increasing the efficiency of Connecticut homes. The teams represented energy suppliers, vendors (of energy efficiency audits and retrofits), state government, nonprofits, private financing, and residents.

Joan Carty, HDF president and chief executive officer, had previously encountered a megacommunity simulation at a NeighborWorks America Achieving Excellence training led by Booz Allen Hamilton, a consulting company. Impressed, she got HDF to submit a proposal to a NeighborWorks competition and won a grant.

HDF proceeded to work with Booz Allen to prepare a residential-energy-efficiency simulation. On opening day, the teams huddled with a facilitator to come up with preliminary ideas for reducing energy use by 25 percent. To encourage creativity, innovation, and risk taking, participants were told not to assume that anyone was speaking on behalf of their actual organization.

Most teams were composed of people familiar with that sector (for example, utility employees were on the utilities team) with a few individuals from other sectors mixed in. Logistical challenges kept actual low-income residents from attending and being on the residents team, however, so participants assigned to that team threw themselves into role playing.

When report-outs from the first “move” suggested that participants were struggling to get the hang of the process, Booz Allen Vice President Gary Rahl explained that was normal. “Typically, teams will [first] try to solve the problems in the way that is most personally and professionally convenient to them.”

The residents team gave strong feedback that the other teams should think more about lower-income homeowners’ concerns, particularly how to address a lack of trust.

In the next two rounds, everyone went back to the drawing board, visiting other teams, explaining their views, asking questions, negotiating. Even when a team was not persuaded to take the action that another team wanted (if the state agencies team rejected a policy change, for example), the cross-pollination helped people think differently. Hearing a vendor describe real-life energy-efficiency programs spurred the residents team to focus on uptake of efficiency programs rather than on program design. In a second case, conversations between utilities and nonprofits changed assumptions about nonprofits being the best suited for taking the lead in program management. Maybe utilities or a completely new entity would have better capacity for the job. In a third case, participants suggested that requiring contractor certification could lessen the trust gap.

Results
Specific proposals, new relationships—and an understanding of the need for continued collaboration—emerged in the end.3 Convening people who don’t usually sit down together so that they might interact in a safe environment was powerful. Individuals could see that although they might have familiarity with their own pieces of the puzzle, a different take from someone in a different sector can produce breakthroughs.
Says Annie Harper, Yale Community Carbon Fund coordinator, “I met really interesting people, have kept in touch with them—and have been introduced to other useful contacts.”

“It made me realize that there are a lot more players out there than I thought,” adds Connecticut Consumer Protection division director Frank Greene.

But to hold a megacommunity together, Rahl recommends identifying a coordinating organization. After the Energy Smart simulation, HDF launched a working group, and as of this writing, the state was considering assuming the coordinator role for a convening.

The simulation generated other recommendations, too:

• standardized marketing and outreach, with an emphasis on educating and selling consumers on easy-to-understand upgrades;

• easy financing, including adding retrofit loan payments to utility bills and linking repayment to a meter rather than a person;

• independent certification of contractors;

• training of a larger workforce;

• using a third-party administrator—possibly a utility—to bring an efficiency program to scale; and

• considering payment to energy suppliers for increasing efficiency.

Although there is no blueprint after a simulation, says Rahl, it is important to come out of a game with actionable items, even if that just means setting up meetings that wouldn’t have happened otherwise. “You don’t need to get all the way to an action plan,” he says. “The question is, Do you have forward momentum?”

Energy Smart Connecticut was an experiment for HDF. “We’re learners in this space,” says Carty. “It was an advantage to be a learner because we had no preconceived notion about what the outcomes should be. … You want people there who know something, are open-minded, and able to put aside their own agenda.”

Figuring out who should be represented can be hard. Although HDF and Booz Allen spent the bulk of the planning process on that aspect, participants identified gaps. Landlords were not present, for example, though their incentives and challenges differ from those of homeowners and renters. And there was discussion about how best to represent the low-income residents. Booz Allen had recommended against involving individuals who might not be able to see beyond their particular situation, but those who were called on to play the role of residents felt ill equipped to do so.

Annie Harper, a member of that team, said she “worked in development overseas for many years and was really shocked that there is not yet a recognition in this country that low-income people are in fact more expert than anyone else in dealing with the problems of poverty. Overall I found the set-up of the event fantastic, but the absence of this group of people made it ultimately much less valuable.” Possibly increased participation from community organizers, financial counselors, or neighborhood leaders might have bridged the gap.

Another challenge was that both the composition of the teams and the decision to base proposal development on the feedback of “residents” limited the range of solutions to energy-efficiency products. Other possible solutions—policy proposals such as removing the link between increased consumption and increased utility profits, and ideas about requiring Energy Star ratings for homes or energy audits that could be shared with potential buyers or renters—got less scrutiny than programs that were similar to existing programs.

Says Rahl, “We ended up with solutions that were more compromise oriented than they were innovation oriented”—an unusual outcome. But since the simulation was just a beginning point, innovation may still be in the offing.

The simulation led to an Energy Efficiency Workshop on July 24, 2012, with more than 50 state officials, academics, advocates, energy-solutions vendors, and utility representatives generating input on Connecticut’s Energy Efficiency plans for 2012-2013. In August, HDF, with state agencies, convened a series of working groups that met weekly to draft official recommendations for the state’s Conservation Load and Management Plan. “It’s an ongoing dialogue,” says Carty.

The Potential

Rahl describes the sorts of challenges suited to the megacommunity format this way: “You never want to pick a goal that can simply be met by an analytical solution—figure out who needs to do what. You need a goal where, to meet it, there will be tensions between participants and no single way of getting there.”

Many topics in community development—abandoned properties, neighborhood change, education reform, foreclosure prevention—could benefit from a megacommunity simulation. If the field could develop skill with the approach and include all the important stakeholders, simulation could be a powerful tool for creating innovative solutions to some of our thorniest problems.
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1 See http://aceee.org/sector/state-policy/connecticut.